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Prohibited items

Bulky items (e.g. bicycles, beverage crates, camera tripods, strollers, folding chairs, cool bags, hiking
backpacks)

Glass containers (e.g. glass bottles)

Pyrotechnic items (e.g. Bengal Fire, torches, firecrackers)

Professional photographic and film equipment (e.g. SLRs with lens focal length exceeding 300mm)

Drones and similar unmanned aerial vehicles

Drugs and weapons of all kinds
It is prohibited to bring animals (e.g. dogs).
It is prohibited to collect returnable bottles.
Every spectator must be in possession of a valid ticket.
Holders of discounted tickets must have a valid entitlement to the discount on the first admission.
Voided tickets are valid only in conjunction with control wristbands issued at the first admission. Please show the
ticket and wristband at the checkpoints by your own accord.
Visitors and participants who bring infants or small children to events, or pregnant women may be prohibited from
further participation or stay by the Hockenheim-Ring GmbH or the organizer, if due to the specific nature of the
event health hazards for the infants/small children are expected. In case of exclusion, the visitor or participant
has to leave the venue immediately. A claim for reimbursement does not arise in these cases.
For reasons of safety, stairwells and walkways must be kept clear on the stands.
The instructions of the organizer and control staff must be obeyed. In case of violation, we reserve the right to
exclude you from the event.
It is prohibited to enter areas that are not expressly open to spectators (e.g. racetrack, escape routes). In case of
violation, we reserve the right to exclude you from the event.
Hockenheim-Ring GmbH assumes no liability for personal injury or property damage, unless they are based on an
intentional or grossly negligent breach of duties. This also applies to hearing damage due to the high noise level
caused by engine noise or the like. Please ensure sufficient hearing protection – especially with children.
Creating photographic, film and audio recordings at Hockenheimring Baden-Württemberg is only permitted for
private, non-commercial or journalistic purposes. Any kind of commercial or promotional use of such video and
audio material is not permitted and requires written approval by Hockenheim-Ring GmbH. Violation of this
requirement may result in damage claims being presented by Hockenheim-Ring GmbH. The domestic rights of
Hockenheim-Ring GmbH apply.
In general, photography and filming is only permitted from the stands and, in the case of designated events,
also in the paddock. People located in the inner area of the race track who are not in possession of a valid
employee ID card, accreditation certificate or written consent by Hockenheim-Ring GmbH (e.g. media platforms
and restricted zones) will be sent away from the area and shall bear the legal consequences thereof.
It is not permitted at events to carry professional photo and film equipment (e.g. SLR cameras for which the lens
size exceeds 300mm). Exceptions solely for the respective, individual event are made for accredited press
photographers who can identify themselves with a valid event press pass or for people with appropriate written
approval issued by Hockenheim-Ring GmbH. It is also prohibited to bring and set up camera tripods (bulky
goods) of any kind in the stands. The use of drones, microcopters and similar unmanned aerial vehicles is
categorically prohibited in motor sport events.
Every spectator agrees without compensation by the organizer that in the course of the event pictures and video
recordings of him are created, reproduced and used in audiovisual media. This agreement is not subject to time or
geographical restrictions.
Please note that at some events, especially at concerts/ festivals, the rules set by the organizer apply.
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